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GEOGRAPHY 

1. Atal Tunnel 
 

The Prime Minister will inaugurate Atal Tunnel, the world's longest underground highway, on 3 October in 
Himachal Pradesh. The strategically important all-weather Atal Tunnel will reduce the distance between Manali 
and Leh by 46 km and the travel time by five hours.  
 

More About Atal Tunnel 

• The 9.02 Km long tunnel will now connect Manali to Lahaul-Spiti valley throughout the year. Earlier the 

valley was cut off for about 6 months each year owing to heavy snowfall. 

• Atal Tunnel is built with ultra-modern specifications in the Pir Panjal range of Himalayas at an altitude of 

3000 mtr (10,000 feet) from the Mean Sea Level (MSL). 

• It is a tunnel with a roadway of 8 mtr. It has an overhead clearance of 5.525 mtr. 

• It is 10.5-metre wide and has a 3.6 x 2.25 mtr fire proof emergency egress tunnel built into the main tunnel 

itself. 

• Atal Tunnel has been designed for traffic density of 3000 cars per day and 1500 trucks per day with a max 

speed of 80 km/hr. 

• It has state of the art electromechanical systems including semi transverse ventilation system, SCADA 

controlled firefighting, illumination and monitoring system. 

• Atal Tunnel has been completed in a span of 10 years 

• Atal Tunnel will be not only important from the strategic point of view but also give a boost to tourism in 

Lahaul-Spiti, creating employment opportunities. 

 

Some of the key safety features of Atal Tunnel are 

• Tunnel entry barriers at both portals. 

• Telephone connections at every 150 mtr for emergency communication. 

• Fire hydrant mechanisms at every 60 mtr 

• Auto incident detection system with CCTV cameras at every 250 mtr 

• Air quality monitoring at every 1 km. 

• Evacuation lighting/ exit signs at every 25 mtr. 

• Broadcasting system throughout the tunnel. 

• Fire rated dampers at every 50 mtr. 

• Cameras at every 60 mtr. 
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2. Krishna River Management Board 
 

The Krishna River Management Board (KRMB) is an autonomous body established as per AP Reorganization Act, 

2014 under the administrative control of MoWR to manage and regulate the waters of Krishna Basin in the 

states of Andhra Pradesh and Telangana. According to the Act, the Government of the successor States shall at 

all times provide the necessary funds to the Board to meet all expenses required for the discharge of its functions 

and such amounts shall be apportioned between the States concerned in such proportion as the Central 

Government may specify. 

 

More About the River Management Board 

• The headquarters of the Krishna River Management Board shall be located in the State of Andhra Pradesh. 

• The  Board shall consist of the following chairperson and members: 

○ Chairperson not below the rank of secretary or additional secretary to the Government of India to be 

appointed by the Central Government 

○ Two members, to be nominated by each of the successor states (AP and Telangana), of which one 

shall be the technical member not below the rank of chief engineer and the other administrative 

member to represent the concerned States 

○ One expert to be nominated by the Central Government. 

• The Board shall be assisted in the day to day management of reservoirs by the Central Industrial Security 

Force constituted under the Central Industrial Security Force Act, 1968. 

 

Functions of the Board 

The functions of the Board shall include: 

• The regulation of supply of water from the projects to the successor States having regard to 

○ awards granted by the Tribunals constituted under the Inter-State River Water Disputes Act, 1956 

○ any arrangement made covering the Government of existing State of Andhra Pradesh and any other 

State or Union territory 

• The regulation of supply of power generated to the authority in-charge of the distribution of power, 

having regard to any arrangement made covering the Government of the existing State of Andhra Pradesh 

and any other State or Union territory  

• The construction of the remaining or new works connected with the development of the water resources 

projects relating to the rivers or their tributaries through the successor States, as the Central Government 

may specify 

• Making an appraisal of any proposal for construction of new projects on Krishna river and giving technical 

clearance, after satisfying that such projects do not negatively impact the availability of water, as per the 

award of the Tribunal for the projects already completed or taken up before the appointed day 

• such other functions as the Central Government may entrust to it on the basis of the principles specified in 

the 11th Schedule 

 

3. Mahadayi River Dispute 
 

The dispute over Mahadayi river began in the 80s and grew stronger in the subsequent decades. The trigger was 

Karnataka’s move to design a number of dams, canals and barrages to route the Mahadayi river water to the 

Malaprabha basin. 

 

History of the Dispute 

• Karnataka claimed that channelling the river water into the basin of Malaprabha, a tributary of the Krishna, 

would meet the requirements of water-scarce districts of Bagalkot, Gadag, Dharwad and Belgaum. 
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• Goa, seeking redressal to the dispute in 2002, sought the constitution of a water disputes tribunal. The state 

also moved the apex court in 2006 with its demand. 

• The Mahadayi Water Disputes Tribunal was set up on November 16, 2010. 

 

Details of the Dispute 

• Goa contends that its population is dependent on the river’s natural path and any move to divert it would 

affect its fragile ecosystem. 

• It claimed that the ingress of saltwater in the river, which is dependent on monsoons, will ultimately end up 

killing the state’s mangroves and green belt, disturb the relationship between the people and the land, as 

well as the ecological balance. 

• The dispute is also around the amount of water that Goa receives. Karnataka claims that the surplus from 

Mahadayi drains into the sea and that it should be diverted into the deficit basin in Malaprabha to meet the 

state’s drinking, irrigation, agriculture and power generation needs. 

• Goa has, meanwhile, denied Karnataka’s claims saying it is a water deficient state and limiting the water 

supply would adversely impact its agriculture production. 

• The Supreme Court has, for now, stayed the construction of dams and canals by Karnataka on the 

Mahadayi. 

 

Geography of the River 

• Mahadayi River rises in the Western Ghats, from the Bhimgad Wildlife Sanctuary in Khanapur taluk of 

Karnataka’s Belagavi district. 

• Flowing westward, it enters Goa from Sattari taluka of North Goa districts. A number of streams join the 

flow of the river to form the Mandovi which is one of two major rivers that flow through Goa. It joins the 

Arabian Sea at Panaji. 

• The Mahadayi river stretches 111-km. Over two-thirds of the river’s stretch lies in Goa (76km). 

• The Mandovi is important for Goa also because it is one of the few sweet-water sources at the state’s 

disposal. Most of Goa’s 11 rivers contain salt water and Mandovi ensures water security as well as being an 

important place to source fish for the state. 

 
 

4.  Earthquake Swarms 
 

Earthquake swarms are sequences of many earthquakes that occur in a relatively short period without a specific 

main shock. In the course of a swarm, thousands of small and intermediate magnitude earthquakes can occur 

within some months. 
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Features of Earthquake Swarms 

• Seismic activities can be classified into either a major quake followed by aftershocks or an earthquake 

swarm. In general, within major earthquakes a maximum-scale quake is followed by a number of minor 

aftershocks. 

• The swarm earthquake is a series of the quakes of a similar scale to the mainshock. The pace of subsidence 

in such earthquakes occurring is gradual relative to aftershocks in normal earthquakes, and the seismic 

activities are protracted. 

• The AD 2000 Izu islands earthquake that struck the northern Izu islands showed one of the most energetic 

swarms ever recorded.  

• Dominant hypotheses that explain the occurrence of the swarm include the immediate influence of magma 

and groundwater (ex. intrusion to the fault), peculiar inhomogeneity of crustal structure and so on.  

• Although the mechanism of each earthquake is the same as that of a normal earthquake, an extraordinarily 

high stress generated for a relatively short period rapidly elevates the rate of earthquake occurrence, 

resulting in distinctive seismological behaviour. 

• The thousands of hypocentres of each swarm do not build a diffuse cloud, but instead form planar, fault-

like structures.  

• Even if the source of the swarms is most likely connected with ascending fluids, the distribution of the 

hypocentres seems to be located at zones of pre-existing weakness, which are most probably faults. 

• They occur over an extended period without a clear sequence of foreshocks, main quakes and aftershocks 

and in regions with complex contiguous fracture systems. 

 

 
 

5. Spiral Galaxies 
 
In news: A scholar from a University in Munich, Germany has authored a paper on spiral galaxies and it has been 

covered in The Hindu 

More Information 

What is the galaxy? 

• A galaxy is a huge collection of gas, dust, and billions of stars and their solar systems, all held together by 

gravity. 

• Stars are fundamental building blocks of galaxies. 
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• Galaxies differ from each other in shape, size, colour and composition. There are three types of galaxies that 

we find in the universe. 

 
Elliptical Galaxies 

• These types of galaxies are like flattened balls of old stars and contain very little gas. It also includes the 

most massive galaxies containing a trillion stars. 

Irregular Galaxies 

• As its name suggests, Irregular Galaxies have no particular shape. They look like blobs 

Spiral Galaxies 

• Spiral galaxies have a flattened the shape. They have a bulge in the centre composed of old stars 

surrounded by a disk of young stars and are arranged in spiral arms. 

There are two types of Spiral Galaxies 

• Barred spiral galaxies 

• Non-Barred spiral galaxies 

 
Milky Way galaxy of which our solar system is a part is a barred spiral galaxy. 

Sometimes galaxies get too close and smash into each other. Our Milky Way galaxy will someday bump into 

Andromeda.  

 

6. Luhri Hydro Power Project 
 
In news: Recently Cabinet approved Rs 1810 crore Investment Proposal of 210 MW Luhri Stage-I Hydro Power 

Project 

More Information 

Location of the project 

• Luhri Stage-I Hydro Electric Project located on river Satluj which is situated in Shimla and Kullu districts of 

Himachal Pradesh 

• This project is being implemented by Satluj Jal Vidyut Nigam Limited (SJVNL) on Build-Own-Operate-

Maintain (BOOM) basis with active support from Government of India and State Government 

 

7. International Virtual Election Visitors Programme 2020 (Ievp) 
 

In News: The Election Commission of India is organizing an International Virtual Election Visitors Programme 2020 

(IEVP) for foreign Election Management Bodies (EMBs)/Organisations from 05-07 Nov 2020, in the context of the 

ongoing Bihar Legislative Assembly Elections. 

More Information 

• In the past, ECI has organized International Election Visitor Programmes (IEVPs) for foreign 

EMBs/Organizations in 2014 Lok Sabha elections; elections for a few State Assemblies in Feb/March 2017 

and Lok Sabha Elections in May 2019 

• Delegates from over 40 countries across the world have been invited to participate in the IEVP 2020. 

 

The Programme for IEVP 2020 comprises  

• an online briefing session which would provide to the participants an overview of the large canvas of Indian 

electoral process, the new initiatives taken by ECI on voter facilitation, transparency and accessibility of 

electoral system; and ECI’s response to the changing needs of training and capacity building. 
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• A unique overview of the Commission’s flagship programme for voter awareness – SVEEP (Systematic 

Voters’ Education and Electoral Participation). The Chief Electoral Officer of Bihar will share the State’s 

experiences with the global audience. 

• Virtual tour of polling stations 

 

8. Exoplanets and Goldilocks Zone  
 
In News: Recently NASA’s Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) discovered earth sized exoplanet 

 

More Information 

Exoplanets:  

• These are the planets which are not part of our solar system. That means, these planets orbit around other 

stars. 

○ Example: Kepler 16b 

 

Goldilocks Zone:  

Goldilocks zone is such a zone other than earth where life can exist. It is also called as habitable zone.  

• Astronomers who look for earth like planets look for such planets where water remains liquid at right 

temperature. 

 

Other Conditions: 

• To be habitable, planets should not be so old that they have exhausted their geothermal heat and lack 

protective geomagnetic fields. 

• Earth is around 4.5 billion years old, but the researchers argue that the sweet spot for life is a planet that is 

between 5 billion to 8 billion years old. Size and mass also matter. 

• A planet that is 10% larger than the Earth should have more habitable land, the researchers said. 

• One that is about 1.5 times Earth’s mass would be expected to retain its interior heating through radioactive 

decay longer and would also have a stronger gravity to retain an atmosphere over a longer time period, they 

said. 

• Recently researchers from the Washington State University (WSU) identified 24 habitable exoplanets. 

 

9. Collision between Space Junk and monitoring of Junk 
 

In news: Two large pieces of space junk nearly collided in high ‘risk situation’ 

 

A brief note on the issue  

• Pieces of space junk, each about the weight of a compact car, had a close encounter some 620 miles above 

Earth.  

• As per experts, if they had collided the smashup would have created a cloud of debris that would jeopardize 

other satellites and spacecraft for decades. 

• The two objects are a defunct Russian navigation satellite launched in 1989 and a spent Chinese rocket part 

from a 2009 launch. 

 
What is space debris? 

• Space debris/ Space junk is a term  for defunct human-made objects in space—principally in Earth orbit—

which no longer serve a useful function. 
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• Examples of space junk include derelict spacecraft—nonfunctional spacecraft and abandoned launch vehicle 

stages—mission-related debris, and particularly numerous in Earth orbit, fragmentation debris from the 

breakup of derelict rocket bodies and spacecraft. In addition to derelict human-built objects left in orbit, 

other examples of space debris include fragments from their disintegration, erosion and collisions, or even 

paint flecks, solidified liquids expelled from spacecraft, and unburned particles from solid rocket motors 

 

Tracking and Monitoring of space junk 

• Radar and optical detectors such as lidar are the main tools for tracking space debris. Although objects 

under 10 cm (4 in) have reduced orbital stability, debris as small as 1 cm can be tracked, however 

determining orbits to allow re-acquisition is difficult.  

• For example the NASA Orbital Debris Observatory tracked space debris with a 3 m (10 ft) liquid mirror 

transit telescope 

• There are no international space laws to clean up debris in our Lower Earth Orbit.  

• LEO is now viewed as the World's largest garbage dump, and it's expensive to remove space debris from LEO 

because the problem of space junk is huge  

 

Note: LiDAR, and LADAR) is a method for measuring distances (ranging) by illuminating the target with laser light 

and measuring the reflection with a sensor. 

 

10. Leonid meteor showers 
 

In news: Leonid meteor showers are currently making their yearly appearance, and will reach their peak in India on 

November 17 and 18 

 

A brief note on Leonid meteor showers 

• They emerge from the comet Tempel-Tuttle, which requires 33 years to revolve once around the Sun. 

• These meteors are bright and among the fastest moving– travelling at speeds of 71 km per second.  

• During this year’s showers, peaks of around 10 to 15 meteors are expected to be seen every hour. 

• According to a CNN report, the Leonid showers include fireballs– bright and large meteors than can last 

longer than average meteors, and “earth gazers”– meteors which appear close to the horizon with colourful 

and long tails. 

• Meteor showers are named after the constellation they appear to be coming from. The Leonids originate 

from the constellation Leo the Lion– the groups of stars which form a lion’s mane. 

 
What is a meteor shower? 

• Earth passes through large swathes of cosmic debris in its journey around the Sun.  

• The debris is essentially the remnants of comets' great frigid chunks of matter that leave behind dirty trails 

of rocks and ice that linger long after the comets themselves have passed.  

• As the Earth wades through this cloud of comet waste, the bits of debris create what appears from the 

ground to be a fireworks display in the sky known as a meteor shower. 

 

11. Cyclone Nivar 
 

In news: Cyclone Nivar to the coasts of Tamil Nadu and Puducherry 

 

About Cyclone Nivar 

• It is originated in the Bay of bengal 
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• According to a recent update from the India Meteorological Department the cyclonic storm NIVAR over 

southwest Bay of Bengal has burgeoned into a 'severe cyclonic storm' and lay 370 km east southeast of 

Chennai and 310 km southeast of Puducherry 

• The cyclone is likely to intensify further into a 'very severe cyclonic storm' by noon and make landfall by late 

evening between the Tamil Nadu and Puducherry coasts, around Karaikal and Mamallapuram with a wind 

speed of 120-130 kmph gusting to 145 kmph. 

 

What are tropical cyclones? 

• Tropical cyclones are one of nature's most violent manifestations and potentially the deadliest of all 

meteorological phenomena. It is a unique combination of violent wind, heavy rainfall and mountainous 

waves in sea. 

• A Tropical cyclone is a non-frontal, synoptic-scale, low-pressure system over tropical or subtropical waters 

with persistent, organized convection and a closed cyclonic circulation. 

 

IMD classification of cyclones: 

Cyclones are classified on the basis of the wind speed. 

• The lowest official classification used in the North Indian Ocean is a Depression, which has a 3-minute 

sustained wind speeds of between 20–31 mph (31–50km/h). 

• Deep Depression: If the depression intensifies further then it will become a Deep Depression, which has 

speeds of between 32–38 mph (51–62 km/h). 

• Cyclonic storm: If the Deep Depression develops gale force wind speeds of between 39–54 mph (63–88 

km/h), it is called a Cyclonic storm and the Indian Meteorological Department (IMD) assigns a name to it. 

• Severe Cyclonic Storm: They have storm force wind speeds of between 55–72 mph (89–117 km/h). 

• Very Severe Cyclonic Storm: They have hurricane-force winds of 73–102 mph (118–165 km/h). 

• Extremely Severe Cyclonic Storm: They have hurricane-force winds of 104–137 mph (166–220 km/h). 

• Super Cyclonic Storm: The highest classification used in the North Indian Ocean which have hurricane-force 

winds of above 138 mph (221 km/h). 
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12. Cyclone Burevi 
 

In news: Cyclone Burevi ro cross Tamil Nadu on 4th December  

 

About Cyclone Burevi 

• Origin: As per  India Meteorological Department (IMD),Cyclone Burevi is likely to emerge into the Gulf of 

Mannar and the adjoining Comorin area on 3rd December, after crossing the Sri Lankan coast on 2nd 

December 

• Cyclone is likely to cross south Tamil Nadu, between Kanniyakumari and Pamban 

• IMD also stated that the Cyclone may largely impact the southern parts of the State and bring fairly 

widespread rain till 5 december 

• It also informed that Burevi may take the same route as Cyclone Ockhi, which impacted Sri Lanka, the 

southern parts of Tamil Nadu and Kerala in 2017. 

• IMD has given yellow alert, updating the authorities on the approaching weather disturbances 

• According to the IMD it  will cross as a cyclonic storm over the Tamil Nadu coast and weaken.  

• Squally winds, with speeds reaching 45-55 kmph and gusting to 65 kmph, are likely over the Comorin area, 

Gulf of Mannar and the south Tamil Nadu coast on Wednesday noon. This may gradually increase to 70-80 

kmph, gusting to 90 kmph, from next day 

 

How are tropical cyclones named ? 

• Cyclones that form in every ocean basin across the world are named by the regional specialised 

meteorological centres (RSMCs) and Tropical Cyclone Warning Centres (TCWCs). 

• There are six RSMCs in the world, including the India Meteorological Department (IMD), and five TCWCs. 

• As an RSMC, the IMD names the cyclones developing over the north Indian Ocean, including the Bay of 

Bengal and Arabian Sea, after following a standard procedure. 

• The IMD is also mandated to issue advisories to 12 other countries in the region on the development of 

cyclones and storms. 

 

When was the naming of cyclones started? 

• In 2000, a group of nations called WMO/ESCAP (World Meteorological Organisation/United Nations 

Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific), which comprised Bangladesh, India, the Maldives, 

Myanmar, Oman, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Thailand, decided to start naming cyclones in the region. 

• After each country sent in suggestions, the WMO/ESCAP Panel on Tropical Cyclones (PTC) finalized the list. 

 
The naming of cyclones over North Indian Ocean  

• The names of cyclones in the Bay of Bengal, the Indian Ocean and the Arabian Sea are decided by eight 

countries. 

• Each of them lists out eight names which are approved by the weathermen of these countries. So each time 

the list has 64 names. The countries take turns to name the cyclones. 

• The first cyclone named by India was Agni, in 2004,  

• The 13 names in the recent list that have been suggested by India include Gati, Tej, Murasu, Aag, Vyom, Jhar 

(pronounced Jhor), Probaho, Neer, Prabhanjan, Ghurni, Ambud, Jaladhi and Vega. 

• The countries that get to name the cyclones are India, Pakistan, Oman, Myanmar, Bangladesh, Maldives, Sri 

Lanka and Thailand 
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13. Jupiter-Saturn conjunction after 397 years 
 

In news: On December 21 both Jupiter and Saturn will be seen very close to each other, appearing like one bright 

star 

 

Why is it such a unique celestial event? 

• Because the two planets have never been so close since 1623, and hence, the term "a great conjunction" 

and the planets will next come comparably close on March 15, 2080. 

• As per experts, on the night of December 21, their physical distance will be around 735 million km 

• Experts also point out that this will be the second-most close conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn since the 

invention of the telescope in 1609 by Galileo Galilei. The two planets have not been viewed this close to 

each other since 16 July, 1623 

• Prior to 1623, the closest observable Jupiter-Saturn conjunction was in the medieval times — in 1226. 

• While a conjunction between Jupiter and Saturn occurs at an interval of 19 years and seven months, the 

proximity between them when viewed from earth varies and hasn’t appeared this close in 397 years. 

 

 
 

What is conjunction? 

• If two celestial bodies visually appear close to each other from Earth, it is called a conjunction. And such 

conjunction of Saturn and Jupiter is at times called a great conjunction 
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14. Winter Solstice and the celebrations associated with it  
 

In news: Winter Solstice made the December 21 the shortest day of the year in the northern hemisphere and 

longest in longest in southern hemisphere (Summer Solstice) 

 

What are Solstices? 

• Solstices occur because Earth’s axis of rotation is tilted about 23.4 degrees relative to Earth's orbit around 

the sun.  

• This tilt drives earth’s seasons, as the Northern and Southern Hemispheres get unequal amounts of sunlight 

over the course of a year.  

• During March to September, the Northern Hemisphere is tilted more toward the sun, driving its spring and 

summer.  

• During September to March, the Northern Hemisphere is tilted away, so it feels like autumn and winter. The 

Southern Hemisphere's seasons are reversed. 

• On two moments each year—what are called solstices—Earth's axis is tilted most closely toward the sun. 

The hemisphere tilted most toward our home star sees its longest day, while the hemisphere tilted away 

from the sun sees its longest night.  

 

Summer solstice in Northern Hemisphere 

• During the Northern Hemisphere’s summer solstice which usually falls around June 21/22 and the Southern 

Hemisphere gets its winter solstice.  

• The Northern Hemisphere spends half the year tilted in the direction of the Sun, getting direct sunlight 

during long summer days 

 

Winter solstice in Northern Hemisphere 

• During the Northern Hemisphere's winter solstice which falls around December 21/22—the Southern 

Hemisphere gets its summer solstice. 

• During the other half of the year, it tilts away from the Sun, and the days are shorter. Winter Solstice, 

December 21, is the day when the North Pole is most tilted away from the Sun. 

 

What are the reasons for the difference in hours of daylight? 

• Because earth’s axis of rotation is tilted at an angle of 23.5° to its orbital plane.  

• This tilt combined with factors such as Earth’s spin and orbit leads to variations in the duration of sunlight 

that any location on the planet receives on different days of the year. 

 
Its impact on seasons 

• The tilt is also responsible for the different seasons that we see on Earth. The side facing the Sun 

experiences day, which changes to night as Earth continues to spin on its axis. 

• The Earth’s tilt helps define some familiar imaginary lines, which are also key to determining when a Solstice 

occurs. These are latitudes, which are a measure of a location’s distance from the Equator. 

 

Celebrations associated with the Winter Solstice 

• Jewish people: They call the Winter Solstice ‘Tekufat Tevet’, which marks the start of winter.  

• Ancient Egyptians: They celebrated the birth of Horus, the son of Isis (divine mother goddess) for 12 days 

during mid-winter.  

• China: In China the day is celebrated by families coming together for a special meal. 
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Other countries:  

• In Iran and neighbouring Afghanistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Azerbaijan, and Armenia, the 

Winter Solstice is celebrated as Yalda or Shab-e-Yalda.  

• The festival marks the last day of the Persian month of Azar, and is seen as the victory of light over darkness.  

• It is also the birthday of the sun god Mithra, a pre-Islamic deity.  

• Families celebrate Yalda late into the night with special foods such as ajeel nuts, pomegranates and 

watermelon, and recite works of the 14th century Sufi poet Hafiz Shirazi. 

 
Celebrations in Southern Hemisphere 

• Peru: In the Southern Hemisphere, where the Winter Solstice in June, Peru celebrates the day with a festival 

called Inti Raymi, meaning “sun festival” in the Quechua language.  

• Spain: Before Peru’s colonisation by Spain, the Inca civilisation honoured the sun god Inti by fasting for 

three days, and celebrated on the fourth day with feasts and sacrifices.  

○ The festival was banned under Spanish rule, but was later revived in the 20th century and continues 

today, with mock sacrifices. 

 
Other parts of Europe: 

• In pre-Christian Europe, solstice was celebrated as the start of winter. People slaughtered their farm animals 

so they would not have to feed them.  

• Wine created during the summer months was also ready for consumption.  

• Hence, the solstice turned into an occasion for a feast, often a community one, before snow covered most 

of the land and people were forced to spend their time indoors. 

• The Yule festival, which used to be celebrated in pre-Christian Scandinavian lands for 12 days, later became 

associated with Christmas as Yule-tide. 

 

Vedic tradition: 

• In Vedic tradition, the northern movement of the Earth on the celestial sphere is implicitly acknowledged in 

the Surya Siddhanta, which outlines the Uttarayana (the period between Makar Sankranti and Karka 

Sankranti). Hence, Winter Solstice is the first day of Uttarayana 

 

Structures associated with Winter Solstice 

• The Winter Solstice also influenced culture to the extent that ancient people built several architectural 

structures aligned to the phenomenon.  

• Some of these structures include the Stonehenge and Glastonbury (England), Chichen Itza (Mexico), Goseck 

Circle (Germany), and Temple of Karnak (Egypt). 

 

15. Aerosols led to increased incidents of high rainfall in Himalayan foothills 
 

In news: A new study finds that Aerosols in Indo-Gangetic Plain have led to increased incidents of high rainfall in 

the Himalayan foothills 

 

What are the findings of the study? 

• Scientists have found that aerosols like black carbon and dust, which makes the Indo-Gangetic Plain one of 

the most polluted regions of the world, have led to increased incidents of high rainfall events in the foothills 

of the Himalayan Region. 

• A team of researchers included from  

○ National Institute of Technology Rourkela 

○ Leipzig Institute for Meteorology (LIM), University of Leipzig, Germany 
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○ Indian Institute of Technology Madras 

○ Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur  

• The team was supported by the Department of Science & Technology, Government of India under DST 

Climate Change program have highlighted the crucial role of the aerosol direct radiative effect on high 

precipitation events over the Himalayan region.  

• They showed that particulate emissions can alter the physical and dynamical properties of cloud systems 

and, in turn, amplify rainfall events over orographic regions downwind of highly polluted urban areas. 

• The study used 17 years (2001–2017) of rainfall rate, aerosol measurement called aerosol optical depth 

(AOD) 

• It also included meteorological reanalysis fields such as pressure, temperature, and moisture content at 

different altitudes are used to compute the thermodynamic variable “moist static energy” and outgoing 

long-wave radiation from Indian region to investigate high precipitation events on the foothills of the 

Himalayas.  

• The team found clear associations between high precipitation events, high aerosol loading, and high moist 

static energy (MSE) values (Moist static energy of an air mass includes the potential energy due to its height 

above the ground and the latent heat due to its moisture content).  

• The findings also highlight the crucial role of the radiative effect of aerosol on high precipitation events 

over the Himalayan region. 

 

Why Indo-Gangetic Plain to study the impact of aerosol? 

• The region is associated with high aerosol loading, much of which is black carbon and dust, and thus 

provides an opportunity for studying how aerosol affects extreme rainfall events, particularly when air mass 

is forced from a low elevation to a higher elevation as it moves over rising terrain technically called 

orographic forcing. 

 

What is aerosol optical depth(AOD)? 

• Aerosol optical depth is a measure of the extinction of the solar beam by dust and haze. In other words, 

particles in the atmosphere (dust, smoke, pollution) can block sunlight by absorbing or by scattering light. 

• AOD tells us how much direct sunlight is prevented from reaching the ground by these aerosol particles 

 

16. Planet Nine in our Solar System & HD106906 b 
 

In news: Hubble observed a strange, distant exoplanet similar to ‘Planet Nine' that may exist in our solar system 

 

Key findings  

• The oddball behaviour of the planet, HD106906 b, provide clues about our own mysterious Planet Nine if it 

exists. 

• Although the exoplanet was discovered in 2013 using the Magellan Telescopes at the Las Campanas 

Observatory in Chile, researchers were unable to determine its orbit.  

• This led them to question if it was orbiting the two stars or if it was a rogue planet traveling away from the 

system, unattached to any star. 

• The Hubble Space Telescope, however, provided accurate measurements of the planet's movements over a 

14-year period. 

 
What is exoplanet and what is Planet Nine? 

• As we know HD106906 b is not a new discovery: It appears in archival images taken by the Hubble Space 

Telescope in 2004. But at the time, people did not recognise the object to be a planet. 
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• Using data on the object’s motion over 14 years, astronomers have now precisely calculated its orbit and 

other key details. 

• And the Planet Nine is an elusive, distant planet in our own Solar System. Although it has not been found 

yet, it has been predicted by a series of studies over the last few years, and has been described by 

astronomers as “hiding in plain sight”.  

• If it exists, Planet Nine is 10 times as massive as Earth. 

 

Reasons to believe about the existence of Planet Nine 

• Predictions about Planet Nine arise from the peculiar behaviour and alignment of various objects in the 

Solar System.  

• Astronomers believe all this is(alignment of various objects) happening under the influence of Planet Nine 

• Beyond Neptune of our solar system, there is a region called the Kuiper belt, populated by icy debris.  

• Some of the objects in this region have been found to be very peculiarly aligned, and Planet Nine is likely 

responsible for this 

• In 2018, astronomers reported the peculiar behaviour of another object in the Solar System, called 2015 

BP519. The object orbits our Sun but at an extreme tilt (54°)(due to the influence of Planet nine) when 

compared to the orbits of Earth and the other seven planets. 

•  Simulations showed that the influence of Planet Nine (if it exists) would explain this tilt 

 

What is an exoplanet? 

• Planets that orbit around other stars are called exoplanets. All of the planets in our solar system orbit 

around the Sun. Exoplanets are very hard to see directly with telescopes. They are hidden by the bright glare 

of the stars they orbit. 

 

Comparing new planet (HD106906 b) with Planet nine 

• Both planets (assuming Planet Nine is real) reside far out in their respective stellar systems. Both orbit their 

respective stars at an extreme tilt.  

• And both are massive enough to influence the behaviour of other objects in their respective regions. 

• HD106906 b presents a more extreme case in these respects. While Planet Nine is assumed to be 10 times 

as massive as Earth, HD106906 b is 11 times the mass of Jupiter.  

• HD106906 b is unusually far away from its pair of host stars  over 730 times the distance that earth is from 

the sun.  

• That makes its orbit extremely long 15,000 years. Its binary star is relatively young at 15 million years, 

compared to our Sun which is 4.6 billion years old 

 
What clues does HD106906 b  offer? 

• The star of the exoplanet is surrounded by a disc of debris. This outer disc, observations and calculations 

showed, is out of symmetry with an inner comet ring. 

 

What could have disturbed the symmetry?(as proposed by the author) 

• The planet formed close to the binary star, then kicked out because of gravitational interactions with the 

star.  

• This stirred up the objects in the debris disc, and disturbed its symmetry with the comet ring.  

• But when the planet was kicked out, it should normally have been sent out of the system altogether, and 

become a rouge planet.  

• But it still orbits the star, from far away.  

• To explain this, the researchers suggest that a passing star interacted with the exoplanet and held it in place.  

• Today, it orbits its star at an eccentricity of 21° compared to the rest of the planetary system. 
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How did Planet nine formed? 

• Author of the paper proposed similar scenario as proposed about HD106906 b 

• Planet Nine, if it exists, formed early in the Solar System.  

• Interactions with our giant planets, such as Jupiter or Saturn, then kicked it out of the inner Solar System.  

• After that, passing stars stabilised its orbit. 

 

17. Digital ocean platform 
 

In news: Recently, Union Minister for Science and Technology launched Digital Ocean platform of Indian National 

Centre for Oceanic Information Services (INCOIS)  

 

About Digital Ocean platform 

• Digital Ocean is a one stop-solution for all data related needs of a wide range of users, including research 

institutions, operational agencies, strategic users, academic community, maritime industry, and the public. 

• This platform will facilitate an online interactive web-based environment for data integration, 3D and 4D 

data visualization, data analysis to assess the evolution of oceanographic features obtained from multiple 

sources like on site monitoring devices, remote sensing and model data 

 

Significance of the platform 

• It is expected to bring a sea-change in how the oceanographic data is served for a better understanding of 

oceans surrounding us.  

• Digital Ocean play a central role in sustainable management of our oceans and expanding our ‘Blue 

Economy’ initiatives 

• This first of its kind platform for ocean data management has a set of applications that present 

heterogeneous oceanographic data with geospatial technology. 

 

A brief note on Indian National Centre for Oceanic Information Services (INCOIS) 

• ESSO-INCOIS was established as an autonomous body in 1999 under the Ministry of Earth Sciences (MoES) 

and is a unit of the Earth System Science Organization (ESSO) 

• INCOIS provides ocean information and advisory services to various stakeholders in the country, including 

Potential Fishing Zone (PFZ) advisories( issued in Hindi, English and 8 vernacular languages. ), Ocean State 

Forecast (OSF), high wave alerts, tsunami early warnings, storm surge and oil-spill advisories, among others., 

using state-of-the-art technologies and tools to get real time information on oceanographic and marine 

meteorological data. The institute has been serving as the National Argo Data Centre and Regional Argo 

Data Centre of the International Argo Programme, 

 

International Involvement of INCOIS: 

• INCOIS has a prominent international presence, being a permanent member of the Indian delegation to IOC 

of UNESCO and a founding member of the Indian Ocean Global Ocean Observing System (IOGOOS) and the 

Partnership for Observing the Oceans (POGO).  

• ESSO-INCOIS houses the IOGOOS secretariat and the Sustained Indian Ocean Biogeochemistry and 

Ecosystem Research (SIBER) International Programme Office.  

• Through the Regional Integrated Multi-Hazard Early Warning System for Africa and Asia (RIMES), ESSO-

INCOIS provides ocean information and forecasts to member countries.  

• NCOIS is also a member of the Global Ocean Data Assimilation Experiment (GODAE) Ocean View Science 

Team (GOVST) and Patrons Group. 

 

 


